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Abstract
In this article, the problems studied are to optimize the life of the network of sensors covering mobile targets by minimiz-
ing the energy consumption of the network. Indeed, wireless sensor networks have received particular attention in recent 
years, as their applications are common today, such as vehicle tracking or battlefield monitoring. In a wireless sensor 
network, the sensor battery plays an important role. The function of the sensor depends on the battery life. Replacement 
of batteries becomes impossible once deployed in a remote or unattended location. A set of randomly placed sensors 
monitors targets moving in an area. Each sensor has a limited lifetime and two states: Active or Inactive. An active sensor 
can monitor targets in its monitoring sub-area at a necessary energy consumption cost. To model these problems, we 
use a mathematical model based on linear programming with mixed integer variables. AMPL is used to formulate the 
model and MINOS for its resolution and the numerical results allowed to obtain an adequate activation scheduling of 
the sensors by improving their lifetime.

Article Highlights

• Wireless sensor networks Their applications are com-
mon today, such as vehicle tracking or battlefield moni-
toring. A set of randomly placed sensors monitors tar-
gets moving in an area.

• Energy consumption Optimizing the life of the network 
of sensors covering mobile targets by minimizing the 
energy consumption of the network.

• Mathematical model To model these problems, we use 
a mathematical model based on linear mixed-integer 
variable programming.

Keywords Optimization · Sensor networks · Target · Time window · Face · Mission · Linear mixed-integer variable 
programming

1 Introduction

Technological advances in the production of electronic circuits, and to a lesser extent advances in batteries for the stor-
age of electrical energy, have enabled the development of autonomous sensors, small and with a lower manufacturing 
cost. Sensors are devices capable of collecting different information within their range and communicating with other 
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sensors. Wireless sensor networks are a very promising and 
coveted technology.

When monitoring mobile or fixed targets, maximizing 
the lifetime of the sensor network is one of the most stud-
ied research themes [1, 2]. In a wireless sensor network, 
the time during which all targets are covered defines the 
network’s lifespan. According to some authors as [3–5], 
the formulation of this problem is based on the notion of 
connectivity and coverage. Indeed, a subset of sensors can 
cover all targets. Therefore, at every moment of any mis-
sion, it is unnecessary to activate all the sensors, but only 
the faces containing the sensors to be activated. Energy 
consumption is a key factor in a wireless sensor network 
given that the sensors are equipped with batteries that are 
not rechargeable. Thus, several algorithms and protocols 
are developed to overcome this energy problem of a wire-
less sensor network [6–8].

The ability to monitor targets in a vast area at a lesser 
cost is one of the key advantages of wireless sensor net-
works. Wireless sensor networks are often made up of low-
cost devices that may be dropped from an airplane or a 
helicopter in large numbers in areas where surveillance 
infrastructure is weak or non-existent. Typically, autono-
mous sensors are powered by a battery with a finite lifes-
pan. Because many areas of the area to be watched are 
covered by many sensors, it is not practical to activate all 
sensors at the same time to monitor all targets. Assuming 
that the target trajectories are known ahead of time, our 
goal is to plan a sensor activity sequence. Such scheduling 
must preserve, as far as workable, the sensor network’s 
existing capacity to monitor later certain regions of inter-
est to the sensor network’s operator. It is also envisaged 
that, by scheduling each monitoring expedition, the total 
amount of energy consumed will be reduced. The sensor 
network is now being used in a context with several mis-
sions, with the initial goal being to conserve the network 
for future monitoring operations while focusing on solu-
tions that require the least amount of energy to complete 
the current task [9].

Energy consumption is one of the most important 
criteria since sensors are usually equipped with a non-
rechargeable battery. It is also one of the most studied 
and the subject of very abundant literature. One of the 
flagship protocols is Dynamic Convoy Tree-based Col-
laboration (DCTC) [10, 11], which calculates successively 
minimum cost trees by tracking the movements of a tar-
get. Many protocols that meet this criterion rely on Low 
Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [12] or 
Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed (HEED) [13]. Better 
tracking accuracy can be achieved by activating more sen-
sors or correctly predicting target behavior. A good target 
prediction technique can help to activate fewer sensors 
and save batteries. Authors Yang et al., and Xu et al. [14, 

15] and [16] propose predictive-based protocols. Since 
sensor networks can have a very large number of nodes, 
protocols must be able to adapt to all network sizes. Scal-
ability means the ability to adapt to all network sizes. This 
criterion is crucial in the design of protocols to avoid net-
work overload. For example, the authors Kung et al. [17] 
looked at this aspect in particular. If the sensors suffer 
malfunctions or attacks from an enemy, it may be neces-
sary to expect hazards. Robustness or tolerance to errors 
responds to this problem and is the subject of increasing 
interest in recent years [18, 19].

Given an interesting area within the surveillance zone, 
the first step will be to determine the minimum trajectory 
used by the different targets guaranteeing their coverage. 
The coverage guarantee is the minimum duration at the 
end of the current mission, during which the sensor net-
work can monitor any point in an interesting area. Thus, 
knowing the optimal trajectory of the targets, the aim is 
now to minimize the total energy consumed by the sen-
sors to accomplish the current monitoring mission. We 
first consider the case where the trajectory of the targets 
is established and known and then assume that they are 
subject to the uncertainty that their actual positions may 
deviate from their forecast positions by a certain distance.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents the architecture of the sensor network. In Sect. 3, 
we have the discretization model allowing a localization 
schedule of targets. A discretization of target movement 
areas and time windows for each given mission will be 
established in this section. The linear programming model 
with mixed variables maximizing the life of the network is 
given in Sect. 4. We used AMPL for the numerical formula-
tion of this mixed linear model and MINOS for its resolu-
tion and the numerical results are presented in Sect. 5. The 
conclusions and discussions are presented in Sect. 6.

2  Architecture of a sensor network

According to the authors [20, 21], in two dimensions, the 
monitoring of a service area of a sensor network, as shown 
in Fig.  1, can be modeled into a planar graph G(X,U) . 
Indeed, the intersections between the edges of the cov-
erage areas represent the nodes. Along these edges, the 
edges connect the nodes. The face is the area bounded 
by the edges. All points on one face are covered by the 
same number of sensors. If multiple targets are in the same 
area, then a single sensor is enough to cover them all. For 
example, in Fig. 2, the Face geometric F3 is covered by all 
the sensors {S1, S2}. So, as these sensors monitor the same 
points in this sub-zone, then the latter is the same Face. 
In three dimensions, the surveillance zone is divided into 
volumes, delimited by surfaces.
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According to Berman et al. [20], when the coverage 
areas are |M| discs, the number of faces is at most equal 
to |M|(|M| − 1) + 2. Two circles that can be cut at most 
twice. If we assume that each circle exactly cuts each of 
the other circles twice, then the number of peaks |X| is 
at most |M|(|M| − 1), and the number of edges |U| is 
at most 2|M|(|M| − 1). Thus, using Euler’s formula we 
have: |X| − |U| + |F| = 2 with |F| the number of faces, 
|F| being at most |M|(|M| − 1) + 2, knowing that the 
undiscovered face is considered.

In three dimensions where the coverage areas 
are spheres, the number of volumes is at most 
1

3
|M|(|M|2 − 3|M| + 8) according to the authors [22] if 

the external volume is included. For reasons of harmoni-
zation, the term face will be used for Face (in case of two 
dimensions) and Volume (in case of three dimensions). 
In the following, a Face is defined by a set of sensors 
covering the same sub-area. Thus, all disjointed geo-
metric areas covered by the same set of sensors will be 
different Faces.

3  Sequencing the location of a target

The aim in this section is to plan the follow-up of the target 
by protecting the solution against advance or delay from 
the planned transit times. This is achieved by ensuring 
that the target is continuously monitored throughout the 
mission. More robust scheduling of monitoring activities 
without additional energy costs is designed. To comply 
with this last constraint, a single sensor can be activated.

A target at a t moment is represented by a point. We 
assume that the trajectory of a target is given. The trajec-
tory of a target is noted by T. It is modeled by a continuous 
vector function P ∶ ℝ

+
↦ ℝ

n, defined by P(t) where t is a 
time variable and n ∈ ℕ

⋆ is the space dimension.
Suppose a m surveillance mission lasts Hm time units 

and runs between instances t1 = 0 and tm = Hm. The time 
interval 

[
0,Hm

]
 is called the time horizon of a mission m. 

Each target may enter or exit the surveillance zone at dif-
ferent times. Some may appear after t1 = 0, as disappear 
before tm = Hm. It will be assumed, without loss of gen-
erality, that any target is present in the surveillance zone 
for the entire mission time horizon. Indeed, a target that 
leaves the surveillance area can only be covered by a ficti-
tious sensor whose life (energy) is infinite, and which only 
covers targets that are outside the sensor coverage area.

For the duration of a m mission, all targets must be 
monitored by at least one sensor. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to ensure that, at all times, a single subset of sensors 
is available to cover all targets. Thus, this response to the 
target coverage constraint. The trajectory of a j target can 
be seen as a sequence of (F1, F2,… , Ff ) where f is the index 

Fig. 1  Service area

Fig. 2  Interest area

Fig. 3  Interest area and target location
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of the f th face crossed. For example, in Fig. 3, the target suc-
cessively crosses F3, F4, F7, and F6. Let F ⊆ F  all the faces 
covered by the targets. All points on one side Ff ∈ F  are 
covered by the same set of candidate sensors. Thus, to 
cover a target, it is enough to know the Ff  face in which it 
is in and to activate at least one sensor.

The exact positions of the sensors and targets are no 
longer necessary to solve the various monitoring prob-
lems. The key moments of a surveillance mission are when 
a target crosses the border on one side. When a j target 
changes sides, all the sensors candidates for its monitor-
ing also change. These transition dates are called ticks. 
The ticks are got by calculating the moments when the 
targets cross the boundaries of the faces, which is possi-
ble as soon as their trajectories are known, including the 
beginning and the end of the time horizon. By definition, 
no target changes sides between two consecutive ticks, 
and therefore the candidate sensor sets for each target 
remain unchanged. Thus, each of the monitoring problems 
can be viewed as a sequence of set coverage problems.

For each j target, we get a sequence (t1
j
, t2
j
,… , tn

j
) of 

associated ticks, where tu
j

 is an entry or exit date of the 

coverage area of a sensor, with t1
j
 and tn

j
 respectively the 

entry and exit instances of the monitoring area. The tu
j
 

tick is the entry date in the uth face, and t1
j
 and tn

j
 are 

respectively the target’s appearance and disappearance 
dates relative to the surveillance zone. Based on our ini-
tial assumptions, we consider t1

j
= 0 and tn

j
= Hm . A target 

may come out of a zi coverage area and enter another z′
i
 

at the same time. Here, we consider two ticks of the same 
value. The face visited between these two ticks is a face 
that is not covered by zi , nor by z′

i
.

Figure  4 defines the different sub-procedures and 
variables allowing the ordering of the activation of the 
sensors in the area of interest. Thus, by initialization, all 
sensors are initially inactive while waiting for the appear-
ance of a target in a face to activate it. This allows deter-
mining all the necessary variables and optimizing the 
duration of the sensor network covering the moving 
targets.

Fig. 4  Scheduling flowchart
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4  A mathematical model

4.1  Sets and parameters

A set of I ∶= {1…M} static sensors are randomly dis-
persed within a region. Each i ∈ I  sensor is powered by 
a battery with an initial duration of Vi and can monitor 
targets in its coverage area. All points in the coverage 
area of a i sensor are noted as zi . Without loss of gener-
ality, we assume that the coverage area of each sensor 
is defined by a R radius disk. When a i sensor is active, 
it monitors all targets in the zi coverage area and fires 
power on its battery regardless of the number of targets 
monitored. This reduces its life. When the sensor is idle, 
its battery capacity remains unchanged. The union of the 
coverage areas is called the surveillance area and is given 
by: Z ⊆

⋃
zi . To ensure a m mission, the lifetime of each i 

sensor must be within the range of 
[
Vmin
m

, Vmax
m

]
.

Let J ∶= {1… J} a set of targets whose number is 
noted by J. By convention, the index of a target is noted 
j. For each given time window, the minimum time con-
sidered monitoring the j target is given by: Tmin,k

m
 dur-

ing any m mission. Pj(t) Target position j at time t. When 
two ticks have the same value, only one is kept. Ticks are 
partitioned into two categories: incoming and outgoing 
ticks. The incoming ticks correspond to the date a target 
enters the coverage area of a sensor, while the outgoing 
ticks correspond to the time a target leaves the coverage 
area of a sensor. By convention, the first and last tick are 
respectively outgoing and incoming.

Let F ∶= {1… F} all faces crossed by the targets. 
The number of faces is noted by F. If the clue of a face 
is f then that face is scored by Ff  . In order to have an 
adequate schedule, the time set to cover each f side is 
bounded by the values D̃min,k

m
 and D̃max,k

m
 in each k time 

window of each m mission. F⋆ : All faces of interest 
{F1 … Fq} . I(f ) ⊆ I  : Candidate sensors covering face f.

All mission time windows are scored K ∶= {1… K} . 
The number of time windows and its corresponding 
index are respectively noted by K and k. Each m mission 
can then be partitioned into K time windows, where a 
time window is a period separated by two consecutive 
ticks. The underlying idea of this variant is to consider 
that target coverage is equivalent to face coverage. 
Indeed, activating a sensor to cover a target is equiva-
lent to covering all the points of its coverage area, and 
therefore, all the points of the face in which the target 
is located. To cover all targets, it suffices to cover the 
faces where they are located. For each k time window, 
let’s define a set F(k) ⊆ F  of the faces to cover. The set 
of targets is no longer necessary since the faces where 
they are located are known. Thus, one advantage of the 

discretization following the faces is to free oneself from 
the notion of a target. The scheduling parameter for each 
k time window during a m mission is given by: Δk

m
.

Using a sensor network can be done on several missions. 
Thus, to optimize the use of the sensor network to fulfill the 
current mission, while considering that the network will 
have to fulfill subsequent monitoring missions [9].

A set of M ∶= {1…M} missions. The total number of 
missions is M. The index of a mission is m. The life reduction 
rate for each i sensor after each m mission is equal to �i,(m−1) . 
The total duration of all missions is H determined by:

4.2  Variables and bounds

The continuous, binary, and integer decision variables of 
the mixed-integer variable linear programming model are 
defined:

Let vi,m ∈ [Vmin
m

, Vmax
m

] be the remaining lifetime of the 
i ∈ I  sensor after the mission m ∈ M.

Let yk,f
i,m

∈ [Ymin,k
m

, Ymax,k
m

] the sensor activation time i ∈ I  
to cover the face f ∈ F  belonging to the time window k ∈ K 
during the mission m ∈ M.

The variable defining the activation or not of a sensor in 
a face during a mission is a binary variable established by:

Let dk,f
m

∈ [Dmin,k
m

,+∞) the duration of coverage of the face 
f ∈ F  during the time window k ∈ K during the mission 
m ∈ M.

Let ṽi,m ∈ [Vmin,k
m

,+∞) the minimum sensor lifetime i ∈ I  
to ensure a mission m ∈ M.

Let tj,m ∈ [Tmin,k
m

,+∞) the minimum monitoring time of 
the target j ∈ J  after the mission m ∈ M.

The variable defining an incoming tick, outgoing or not 
of a f face during a m mission, is an integer variable estab-
lished by:

d̃k
i,m

∈ [D̃min,k
m

, D̃max,k
m

] the time required for a sensor i ∈ I  
provide one-sided surveillance f ∈ F  during the mission 
m ∈ M.

(1)H =

M∑
m=1

Hm =

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

Δk
m
.

xk,f
i,m

=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

1 If the sensor i ∈ I covers the face f ∈ F belonging to

the time window k ∈ K during the missionm ∈ M

0 Otherwise.

t̃k
j,m

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 If the target j ∈ J made a tick entering the time window

k ∈ K during the mission m ∈ M.

−1 If the target j ∈ J made a tick going out in the time window

k ∈ K during the mission m ∈ M.

0 Otherwise.
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4.3  Objective function and constraints

The mixed-integer variable linear programming aims to 
maximize the total remaining life of the network sensors, 
which is equivalent to minimizing the total energy con-
sumption of all the sensors that make up the network. This 
maximizes the life of the sensor network by allowing mul-
tiple mobile target monitoring missions within the same 
network.

The lifetime of each i sensor is equal to the sum of its 
remaining duration after each m mission and the time 
spent on all active faces during all windows to which it 
is active. The 3 constraint that translates this equilibrium 
situation is given by:

Proposition 4.1 The 3 constraint is non-linear. Thus, to get a 
mixed-integer variable linear programming model, the con-
tinuous variable yk,f

i,m
 is introduced by:

The linearization of the 3 constraint will thus allow us to 
get a linear model. To do this, the 1 proposal and the con-
straint  3 will get there. Thus, the following linear stress is got:

Proposition 4.2 To get a rapid convergence of the mixed vari-
able linear programming model, the equation yk,f

i,m
= xk,f

i,m
⋅ dk,f

m
 

is replaced by linear constraints 5, 6 and 7 following :

Proof 

(1) yk,f
i,m

≤ dk,f
m

 : We have: yk,f
i,m

= xk,f
i,m

⋅ dk,f
m

 however, 

(2)max

I∑
i=1

M∑
m=1

vi,m

(3)
K∑

k=1

F∑
f=1

xk,f
i,m

⋅ dk,f
m

+ vi,m = Vi ∀i ∈ I,∀m ∈ M;

(4)yk,f
i,m

= xk,f
i,m

⋅ dk,f
m

∀i ∈ I,∀k ∈ K,∀f ∈ F,∀m ∈ M;

(4’)
K∑

k=1

F∑
f=1

yk,f
i,m

+ vi,m = Vi ∀i ∈ I,∀m ∈ M;

(5)yk,f
i,m

≤ dk,f
m
, ∀i ∈ I,∀k ∈ K,∀f ∈ F,∀m ∈ M;

(6)yk,f
i,m

≤ Vi,m ⋅ dk,f
m
, ∀i ∈ I,∀k ∈ K,∀f ∈ F,∀m ∈ M;

(7)
yk,f
i,m

≥ Δk,m ⋅ (xk,f
i,m

− 1) + dk,f
m
,

∀i ∈ I,∀k ∈ K,∀f ∈ F,∀m ∈ M;

 So we get: yk,f
i,m

≤ dk,f
m
.

(2) yk,f
i,m

≤ Vi,m ⋅ dk,f
m

(3) yk,f
i,m

≥ Δk,m ⋅ (xk,f
i,m

− 1) + dk,f
m

  ◻

The remaining life of each i sensor becomes smaller 
and smaller at a given fixed rate, after each m mission, 
which is translated as:

The coverage time of the active faces is equal to the time 
allocated to each k time window covering the active faces. 
This is expressed as:

For each given m mission, the remaining life of the sen-
sors must be greater than or equal to the time required to 
monitor the targets present in the areas of interest.

During each m mission, for each f face activated in each 
time window, there is at least one i sensor activated. Thus, 
it will allow putting all the other sensors on standby to 
save the energy of their battery, hence their life.

To help the MINOS solver converge faster, the 8 constraint 
below exploits the symmetry of the model. To do this, the 
solver runs in each active f face for each k time window of 
any m mission.

x
k,f
i,m

=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

1 If the sensor i ∈ I covers the face f ∈ F belonging to

the time window k ∈ K during the missionm ∈ M

0 Otherwise.

yk,f
i,m

≤ xk,f
i,m

⋅ dk,f
m

≤ dk,f
m

≤ Vi,m ⋅ dk,f
m

yk,f
i,m

≥ xk,f
i,m

⋅ dk,f
m

≥ (xk,f
i,m

− 1) + dk,f
m

≥ Δk,m ⋅ (xk,f
i,m

− 1) + dk,f
m

(8)vi,m <= 𝛼i,(m−1) ⋅ vi,(m−1) ∀i ∈ I,∀m ∈ M;

(9)
F∑

f=1

dk,f
m

= Δk
m

∀k ∈ K,∀m ∈ M;

(10)
I∑

i=1

ṽi,m ≥

J∑
j=1

tj,m ∀m ∈ M;

(11)
I∑

i=1

xk,f
i,m

≥ 1 ∀k ∈ K,∀f ∈ F,∀m ∈ M;

(12)dk,f
m

≥ dk,(f−1)
m

∀k ∈ K,∀f ∈ F,∀m ∈ M;
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To carry out each m mission, each i sensor must have a 
lifetime allowing it. To meet this condition, the following 
constraint is established:

The time required for a i sensor to monitor the targets in 
each time window of each m mission which is equal to 
the sum of the time of that window and the time put by 
the targets between the ticks of that same time window 
is calculated by:

For each j target, the incoming tick is always the opposite 
of the outgoing tick for two successive time windows dur-
ing each m mission. This constraint is given:

The origin of the time windows is considered being k0 = 2 
at the time the sensors are initialized at i0 = 1, for each 
given m mission. This is expressed by:

Proposition 4.3 The sum of the time sequences for the use of 
the sensors cannot exceed their lifespan, which is subtracted 
from the mission time horizon. This top-up terminal rated 
sup(V ) is calculated:

This upper bound sup(V ) can be improved using coefficients 
�mk , representing the lower terminal of the minimum number 
of sensors to be activated during a k time window to cover all 
targets during all programmed missions.

Remark 4.1 The maximum value of �k
m

 can be got by solv-
ing a defined coverage problem.

5  Computational results

Let us consider the situation of Fig. 3 with three sensors 
∣ I ∣= 03, two targets ∣ J ∣= 02, seven windows of time 
∣ K ∣= 07 and three missions ∣ M ∣= 03.

(13)vi,m ≥ ṽi,m ∀i ∈ I,∀m ∈ M;

(14)

I∑
i=1

d̃k
i,m

= Δk
m
+

J∑
j=1

(t̃k
j,m

− t̃
(k−1)

j,m
) ⋅ 𝜌, ∀k ∈ K,∀m ∈ M;

(15)t̃k
j,m

+ t̃k
j,(m−1)

= 0, ∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K,∀m ∈ M;

(16)t̃
k0
i0,m

= 1, i0 = 1, k0 = 2,∀m ∈ M;

(17)sup(V ) =

M∑
m=1

I∑
i=1

vi,m −

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

Δk
m

(18)sup(V ) =

M∑
m=1

I∑
i=1

vi,m −

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

�k
m
⋅ Δk

m

Several numerical tests were carried out, which resulted 
in average results presented in the various tables below. 
These results were analyzed based on an optimal activa-
tion or inactivation schedule for each sensor in order to 
increase the lifetime of the sensor network. Thus, the opti-
mal solutions got at the end of this schedule are mainly 
the remaining life of each sensor, the duration of each time 
window, the forecasts of activation or inaction of each sen-
sor in a time window. An important optimal variable is the 
activation time of any sensor activated in a time window. 
Knowing that the sensors are in an inaccessible area, then 
the use of multiple missions in the same sensor network 
would be more cost-effective. In fact, compared to recent 
studies by researchers such [23, 24], our work involves mul-
tiple uses of the same sensor network. Thus, our resulting 
sequencing allows us to activate fewer sensors for a mis-
sion composed of three sensors, two targets and seven 
time windows. Therefore, this maximizes the remaining life 
of each and the life of the sensor network (Table 1).

For each k time window, the FACES[k] faces allowing 
the coverage of the target whose trajectory is visual-
ized by Fig. 3 are: FACES[1] ∶= {F1} ; FACES[2] ∶= {F1, F2} 
;  FACES[3] ∶= {F1, F2, F3}  ;  FACES[4] ∶= {F1, F3}  ; 
FACES[5] ∶= {F3} ; FACES[6] ∶= {F2, F3} ; FACES[7] ∶= {F2} . 
The coverage area of the k sensor is noted by: Fk . We 
assume the coverage area is a three-dimensional space 
(Table 2).

It should be noted that in the sequencing of tracking 
all targets in a surveillance zone comprising three sen-
sors with seven-time windows during three missions, not 
all sensors need to be activated at the same time. Thus, 
when a sensor is activated, its activation time is necessary 
to cover targets appearing in its area of action. The faces to 
which it belongs must be known. When no target appears 
in its radius of coverage, then its energy, otherwise its life 
is returned to infinity as recorded in the Table 5. As an 
example, during the 1 mission, in the F1 face and in the 
1 time window, is activated at the average required time 
of 50 Units. What makes the other sensors belonging to 
the same side as the 1 sensor are put on standby and see 
their energy sent back to infinity. Therefore, in the F2 face, 
during all three missions and in all-time windows, the 1 
sensor is activated ten times out of twenty or an activation 
rate of ( 1

2
) as it should be. In short, this scheduling enables 

Table 1  Lifetime of sensors

Missions/sensors S1 S2 S3 Units

M1 900 930 875 [h]
M2 950 950 900 [h]
M3 900 950 950 [h]
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fewer sensors to monitor the entire area of interest, thus 
maximizing the life of the sensor network.

Knowing the activation time required for each sensor 
considered in each time window at each side Fk during a 
mission, then it is also important to determine the total 
time required to activate a sensor for an entire mission m. 
For example, the 1 sensor in the F2 face taken in the 2 time 
window is enabled in the scheduler scheme established at 
a required time of 77.5 Time units. Therefore, as recorded 
in Table 4, the time required to activate the 1 sensor during 

an entire mission for all seven-time windows is equal to 
140 + 77.5 + 1.70678 + 2 = 221.20678 . Thus, we notice 
that in the 3 sensor scenario, 7 time windows and faces F1 , 
F2 and F3 , a sensor is activated only four times in each face 
for the seven-time windows. If a sensor is not activated, its 
energy (its lifetime) is sent back to infinity. Another note in 
the sensor activation sequence is that for each given time 
window, either the sensor is activated or not. For example, 
in the 7 time window on the 1 side, no sensor is activated, 
but in the same time window on the 2 side, all sensors are 
activated (Table 6).

To help with scheduling that allows for better moni-
toring of targets in the areas of interest, it is imperative 
to establish all the ticks entering and exiting in each 
time window during a mission. For example, during the 
3 mission, the 1 target started with a tick entering the 
1 time window. This is mentioned in the Array 3 Know-
ing that ticks are alternatives for each target, then by 
knowing the first tick, we can deduce that of all other 
ticks in all time windows. Thus, knowing the trajectory 
of a target, then the role of ticks, is to determine at each 
time window whether the target enters a face or exits 
it. This allows knowing the exact movements of a target 

Table 2  Duration of windows 
time in each mission

Times/
mis-
sions

1 2 3 Unit

1 140 150 180 [h]
2 155 175 177 [h]
3 160 158 173 [h]
4 165 135 163 [h]
5 157 130 152 [h]
6 145 147 148 [h]
7 170 168 156 [h]

Table 3  Scheduling the 
activation of a sensor i for each 
face f of a mission m 

Times Targets

1 2

Missions

1 2 3 1 2 3

1 1 1 1 − 1 − 1 − 1
2 − 1 − 1 − 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 − 1 − 1 − 1
4 − 1 − 1 − 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 − 1 − 1 − 1
6 − 1 − 1 − 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 − 1 − 1 − 1

Table 4  Scheduling the 
activation of a sensor i for each 
face f of a mission m 

T Faces

F1 F2 F3

S

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 140 150 180 ∞ ∞ ∞ 157 0 152
2 77.5 23 88.5 77.5 152 88.5 ∞ ∞ ∞
3 1.70678 3 38.8742 0 77.5 38.8742 92.1837 77.5 95.2517
4 2∞ 67.5 58.2405 ∞ ∞ ∞ 163 67.5 104.759
5 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 157 130 152
6 ∞ ∞ ∞ 72.5 26.1565 30.9483 72.5 120.844 117.052
7 ∞ ∞ ∞ 170 168 156 ∞ ∞ ∞
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to facilitate a perfect sequencing of all the activities of 
the sensor network. This is when we need to mobilize 
several sensors and targets. This principle remains intact 
when the trajectory of a target is subject to a certain 
stochastic notion.

After each mission, the energy of the sensor batteries 
becomes increasingly low. Since the sensor battery reduc-
tion rate is initially fixed, it is possible to determine the 
remaining life of each sensor after each mission. Therefore, 
at the level of Fig. 5a, we see a decrease in the sensor life 
(energy) after each mission. Thus, this rate of battery decay 
is a major factor in the longevity of the sensor network. 
Therefore, the smaller the growth rate, the longer the sensor 
network lasts. In addition, it is necessary to know the dura-
tion of use of each sensor during each mission. This is then 
shown by Fig.  6b, (a) and (b). Therefore, when we know the 
time of use of the sensors in each time window, then we can 
deduce the total time of use of each sensor during an entire 
mission. For example, in Fig. 6a, during the first mission, the 
time window exceeds an average value of 120 units of time.

For a sensor to take part in a mission, its lifetime (energy) 
must be greater than or equal to the threshold of �i,m partici-
pation in a mission m. Otherwise, it is likely to cause a failure 
to monitor a target once it is in interest. Thus, before the start 
of a mission, we must check the life (energy) of each sensor 
to ensure that some sensors will not be running energy on a 
full mission. For example, Fig. 7b shows the different thresh-
olds that a sensor must have before taking part in a mission. 
Thus, to begin the second mission, the 3 sensor must have a 
threshold allowing it to take part in this mission of 18-time 
units. In addition, each target must have a minimum cover-
age guarantee time for any sensor in interest. For example, 
for the second target, during the second mission, the aver-
age minimum time to properly monitor it without faults is 
in the [12, 13] time interval.

6  Conclusion

We have developed a mixed variable linear programming 
model to optimize the life of a network of sensors cover-
ing mobile targets. Thus, the timing of the target location 
is established by entering or exiting ticks for each time 
window during any mission. Therefore, scheduling of 

Table 5  Scheduling the 
activation of a sensor i for each 
face f of a mission m 

S T Faces

F1 F2 F3

M

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 1 140 50 180 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
2 77.5 0 88.5 77.5 152 88.5 ∞ ∞ ∞
3 0 3 38.8742 0 77.5 38.8742 92.1837 77.5 0
4 0 67.5 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 67.5 0
5 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 157 0 152
6 ∞ ∞ ∞ 72.5 26.1565 0 72.5 120.844 117.052
7 ∞ ∞ ∞ 170 168 156 ∞ ∞ ∞

2 1 140 0 180 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
2 77.5 123 0 77.5 152 88.5 ∞ ∞ ∞
3 0 3 0 66.1096 77.5 0 0 77.5 0
4 2 67.5 58.2405 ∞ ∞ ∞ 163 67.5 104.759
5 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 130 152
6 ∞ ∞ ∞ 72.5 0 30.9483 72.5 120.844 0
7 ∞ ∞ ∞ 170 168 156 ∞ ∞ ∞

3 1 140 0 180 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
2 77.5 23 88.5 77.5 152 88.5 ∞ ∞ ∞
3 1.70678 3 0 0 77.5 0 0 77.5 95.2517
4 0 67.5 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 67.5 104.759
5 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 0 152
6 ∞ ∞ ∞ 72.5 0 0 72.5 120.844 0
7 ∞ ∞ ∞ 170 168 156 ∞ ∞ ∞
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network sensor activation for each side during any mis-
sion is developed by obtaining the longevity of the sen-
sor network life. This makes it possible to know the sen-
sor that must be activated in the shower time window, at 
the time required for a fixed mission. In addition, we have 
also established the energy threshold that a sensor must 
have to take part in a mission to accomplish. Similarly, we 
calculated the minimum time to cover a moving target. 
The role of the threshold for a sensor’s participation in a 
mission and the role of the minimum monitoring time of a 
target, otherwise known as a guarantee of coverage, have 

made it possible to have clear visibility of any target of any 
mission. In short, we have found a schedule that allows us 
to have the maximum duration of a network of sensors 
that can be used in several missions. In fact, in contrast to 
current research, our approach employs numerous sensor 
networks. For a mission with three sensors, two targets, 
and seven-time windows, our resultant sequencing allows 
us to activate fewer sensors. As a result, the remaining life 
of each sensor and the sensor network are maximized.

Fig. 5  Scheduling the activation of a sensor i 

Fig. 6  Scheduling the activation of sensors 1, 2 for each mission m 
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In future work, we use a stochastic model to solve the 
same optimization problem. This will allow us to work 
with targets, including more complex trajectories.
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